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Abstract. By a space we shall mean a completely regular Nausdorff ITgac@:, A uniformity @ of 
a space X induces a uniformity W of the hyperspace c(x) of non-em,pty compact subsets of X. 
In Section 1 we prove that if fX, a) is ramplete, so is (Q(X), W). By using this result, it will be 
shown in Section 2 that iff: X+ Y is an open-closed onto map having fibers with countably 
compact boundaries, so is p(f): p(X) + p(y), where p(X) (resp. p(Y)) i:s the completion of X 
{resp. Y) with its finest uniformily and p(f) is the extension off over i.r(X). 
AIMS Subj. Class.: 54820, 54ClO 
hyperspace of compact subsets cotnple tiofl 
open-closed map topologicai co,mpletion , 
0. Introduction 
Throu.ghout this paper, by a space we shall mean a completely regular 
Hausdorff space unless otherwise specified. 
For a space X let us denote by e(X) the hyperspace of non-empty 
compact subsets of X with the Vietoris topology (cf’. [ 121); the bask 
open sets in e?(X) are the sets of the form (G,, . . . . Gm jJ where Gi, 
i= 1, . . . . m, are a fin&: number of open sets of X and 
e a uniformity of X greeing with the topology of X, t 
conditions (a), (b) an 
< c)? 
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(a) If q ,V E fP, there isW E Cg, such tixtf Cu < W and 39 C ‘W g 
(tl) If’ c14 E @, there is a3 E * which is a star refinement of% s 
(c) fSt (x,W ): 311 E i@) is a basis of neighborhoods ateach point ,;c E X. 
For an open covering ?C of X, let us pu@ 
(cu) = {NJ,, l ... v,>: v;.E?r, i= 1, . . . . m, m = 1,2, . ..) . 
Then (W is an crpen covering of @(X). It FM be shown in Sect&ii 1 that 
(9) = ((W : % E fb) is a uniformity of e (.X]l aF$eeing with the topology 
of e(x). Furthermore, we shall establish that if X is complete with 
respect o @, then e(X) is comglete with respect o +I?). 
Recently, Zenor [ 20] has proved that if X is realcompact or topo- 
logically complete, so is e(X). Our result t;;ontains this theorem as a special . 
case. 
Section 2 is concerned with the topological com$letion bf open-closed 
maps. For a space X, let us denote by l(X) the completion of J! with 
respect o its finest uniformity. Then for a continuous map f: I[ + Y 
there is a continuous map pm: p(X) + p( IV) which is an extension off. 
p(X) arid pcf) are called the topological co,nz,uZetion of X and f respec- 
tively. k space X for which p(X) = X is called topoZogicaZ2’ complete. 
In case X and Y are M-spaces, we have proved in [ 161 that if f Fs a 
quasi-perfect inap, so is p(f). T is result, h’owever, does not hold in 
gt;ne.l;al unless Y is an M-space. Recently, ill: h-as been proved by Ishii [ 91 
that iff is an open quasi-perfect map, so is klv). 
In Section 2 we shall establish the followirng theorem: If f: x' + Y !S 
an open-closed map such that the boundary of each fiber is countaMY 
compact, so is &f+) : p(X) + p(Y). 
Here by an open-closell map we mean an onto map which is operl 
and closed. Our proof relies upon the rt ,a dlts in Section 1. 
As an application of our theorem, we can prove that the image of a 
topologically complete space under ~4 open--closed map having the 
fibers with compact boundaries i  topOlogicslly complete. A correspof~d 
ing result for realcompact spaces is obtained similarly from a result. for 
the I-Iewitt realcompactifications which corresponds to our theorem 
above; the former was established by Isiwata [ 101 as a generalization of 
a Ceorem of Frolik [ 5 ] . 
As another application lof our theorem, we can prove that the image 
-space under an open-closed map is an M space; a c 
for metrizable spaces is well known (e.g, cf. [ 191) 
prod for an M-space which is not completely regular is po 
final Section 3 will e devoted to such a pro 
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acs of won-empty compact 534.8 
Let X ibe a space with a uaiformity @ agreeing with the topofot:y of 1. 
. Let uts put 
w = ((u,. l ..* UJ: upl?C21!, i= 1, . . . . m, m = i,2, . ..) 
for an qxn covering zd of@. 
Proof. Suppose that Ui EQ , Vi E Y, i = 1, . . . . m, and St(V$V :) C I>, 
i= 1 , . . . . nz. ‘We shall prove that 
St(W,, . ..) vm ), mw c NJ,, . . . . u,,; . 
1 
For this purpose, suppose that Vi F&j = 1, . . . . yt, and 
(‘crl , . . . . Vm> n t V; ., .“., V;> * 0 . 
Let K be a compact subset ofX belonging to this intersecticn ‘;“hen WC 
have 
Kc UVj) K f~ Vj# 0 for ealch i, 
JI,-c UV! i‘ ’ Kn V’+@ foreachj, 
and hcrw there are cw(j) E { 1, . . . . m) and ,G<!P E { 1, . . . . n) such tha.t 
Suppose Olat L E ( Vi, . . . , VA’. Then we have: 
On the other hand, Vi j 
IL 
C Stc Vi, Q ) C L’i. Since L fl V’ Jc: ia, WC have 
Lf~ jTli#pl.ThUSLE 1,. ., U,,). #, 
KE ,a: ) *1., G,) for open sets Gj, i = II !,, .. . . m, Of 
such t&t St(K, Cl?>) C G,, *.., C,) in t? (X j. 
- . x0 K, Mtwitug &vnplettin ujXypempm?s of compact subsets 
ho& Let US pick ;a point Xi from K CI Gi for each i. Since K is compact, 
there exists 9C E \;x, sucn 
St(K,%:r C ;; Gi, St(x$Z) c Gi for i= 1, . . . . m . 
i=l 
Suppose that Uj 2 3c, j = 1, . . . . n, and K, L E ( U, , . . ., U,, ). Then we have 
L c ;r ~‘i ’ St’~K,~~ ) c ;; Gj . 
j=1 j=l 
On the other hand, for each i there is an integer ar@) such that xi E Udi,, 
II -6 a(i) 5 n. Then 
z;nd hence d; n d;j tf Q since E (1 Uatij # 0. Thus L E ((21, . . ., G,) . 
Summarizing Lemmas 1 .l and I .2, we have: 
Theorem 13. (W =: {VW: Czc E !I?‘) is Q unifomi!y oj- e(X) agreeing with 
tht? topozogy of a:X). 
The basic properties IJf CI! (X> are described iM [ 12; . The uniformity 
defined there is equivalent to the uniformity given above, as is seen from 
Lemma 1.4 below, the proof of which will be olmitted here. However, 
2he uniformity in our paper seems to be easier to handle in some cases. 
Lemma 1.4. Let K, L E 4?(X), and Zet Cu, V E @ such that ?c < V *- 
?hen: 
(a) ifL E St(K,CX>) irz c(X), then L c St(K,(U ) and KC St(L,~fj, 
and conversely 
(b) ifL C St(,K,9J) and KC St(L,V), then L E St[K,W). 
Now we shall establish\ the main theorem in this section. 
Theorem 1 S. If X ~3 conqdete with respect to a, then C! (X) is cornplebe 
with respect to M?, 
oof.Ler (.K,: tS~A,bec (Jauchy net in E! (X) with respect o @), 
where A is a directed set. Lei. us put 
Since L6 C R(Lai: i = 1, . . . . n) for 6 3 &, d = 1, . . . . yt, 2 is a filter of 
subsets of X. Let 92 be a maximal filter containing 2. Let Q? E 4~. Then 
there exist Ui E ?t , i = 1, . . . . m, and fiO E A such that 
KS E w,, . . . . Urn) for all 6 > 4IjO . 
, 
Hence L, c lJF, 1 Ui for S > 6,. Thus lJz I L$ E 2 C W . Therefore there 
exists some Ui E 9R. This shows that % is a Cauchy filter Nrith respect 
to *. 
Since X is complete with respect o Q1, we have n{Cl.M: ME W ) # lg 
and hence 
K=CI{CIL:LEI?)#0. 
Let 7% ,c29 E 4? such that 3c < c13 *. Since {I& } is a Cauchy net, there are 
5 E 9&j = 1, . . . . s, and 8, E A such that 
K, E W, , . ..) Vs’ JL for 04, . 
IfwechooseUjE3L,i=l;.;.., s, so that St(‘r/i,CV ) CCI e/i foi* each], then 
we haare 
Kc GIL,, c ;aqc ;vr fo:rS>6r l 
j=l j :: 1 
Thus K is totally bounded with respect o @. Since X is complete with 
respect o “P, we see that K is compact, 
Next suppose that Q <v * and 
KS E :v1, . . . . vs> fox 6 > 6, !, 
whereVjEWSinCeK,f7 Vj#@fOrS>S,,e~={Ln Vj:L.EsC}is 
a filter base. Let 9?2/ be a maximal filter containrng .C_j. Since for any 
39 E 4r there art! W, @I@, k = I, . . . . t, and 6, E A SUM that 
for 6 > 6, , 
Vlj is a Cauchy 5lter with respect lo Cp. Hence we ha-ye 
Therefore K it Cl I$ jc B) ‘and. consequently K n Uj # f19 where 
iIffEClt,j= l*..*, s, so that St (Vi,? ) c Uj. 
Since &j C VI w ..A Vslibr8>61,wehave 
K-C GIL E c 
jz21 
Cl VI-. c 6 q , * 
j=1 
and hence K E a( U, I . . . , Us). 
On the other hand, we have 
i& E <VI, . . . . V,:> C W,, . . . . Us) fur 6 > 6, . 
Therefore in e(X) we have , 
KS E St(K, no) forS>$ . 
This shows that: the net {& } converges to K in 
Thus +&e proof of Theorem 1.5 is completed. 
CcPtaIlary 1.01 (Zenor [ 201) If X is redcompact 
p&e, so is e(X). 
e(X). 
we choose 
or topologically com- 
Proof. Let <PO be a uniformity consisting of all countable normal cover- 
ings of XL Then @DO) consists of countable normal coverings of e(X). 
Since X is realcompact if+ and only if X is complete with respect o @,, 
Corollary 1.6 is a direct consequence ofTheorem 1.5. 
Theorem 1.5 is generalized as foliows. 
Theorem 1.7. Let 2 be tlk completion of X ,with respect o @. Then 
e(3) is the completion of e(X) with respect o MO. 
Proof. e(X) is a uniform subspace of e(z) and by Theorem 1.5, &) 
is complete with. respect o 5,’ where 
$={+-zE@), ?‘(={EUE%}, 
fi=Z-Clz(X--I/, for UECkl 
_ Hence we have only to prave that e(X) is dense in e(z). 
Let K be any compact subset of% Suppose that 
K E c--~, . . . . Cm) , UiEC1l , i= l,..., m, 
where 3c f a. Let ut: pick a point xi from Ud/ for eat 
is sholvs that e(.X) is dense in P(X). 
he topological completion of open-chased maps 
We shall begin with some lemmas on open-closed naps. Here it 
should be noted that open maps, closed maps, quasi-perfect maps and 
perfect maps are always assumedi tobe onto. Let I be the closed unit 
interval [0, 1 ] of the real line. 
Lemma 2.1. Let f: X 2 Y be w2 open-closed map. If G is a cotem-set 
of X, then f(G) is a cozero-set of Y. 
Proof. Let $ : X -+ I be a continuous map such that G = (x :-#(x) > ‘01. 
Let us put 
@(y) = sup{@(x): x E .f-l(y)] fory E Y. 
Then by [ 61 (cf. also [ lo]), @: Y + I is a continuous map. Since 
dvj) > 0 * 3x 6 f-Q): e(x) > 0 
- f-‘(y) n {XE x: (b(x) I> 0) # (3 
-f-‘(y)n G#@, 
Lemma 2.2. Let f: X + Y be an open-clo:;e~: map. If H is tz cozero-set 
of/S(X), tlTzen /3( Y) - /3(f) (/3(X) -- A?) is a cm t?ro-set of p( Y). 
Proof. Let Qs : p(X) + I be a continuous map such that H = {x E p(X): 
e(x)< 1). Let usput 
s”w = sup{4$9: xq%_f)-l~)~- fory E p(Y), 
By E 10, Theorem 4,4] , o(f) : p(X) + p(Y) iis an open-clo:;ed map, and 
hence #‘: fl( Y) + i’ is continuous. Since pcf)-l~$) is compact, we have 
G are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
set A of a space X is said to be relatively pseudocompact if every real- 
valued continuous function on X is bounded on A. 
eorem 2.3;. Ij f: X + Y is an open-closed map such that the boundarj 
of each f%er 13 1 datively pseudocompact,. so is p(f) : p (X) + p (Y ). 
‘roof. Let f: X -p Y be a map with the property described in the theore? a. 
Let us denote by Y, the set of’ all points of Y such that f -l(y) is relatively 
pseudocompact. Then each point of Y - Y, is isokted, and by [ 21, 
C1.@$ ‘-‘l(y) is t ompact for y E Y, j and hence 
CINix, f-l@) = Cl,,, f -lQ) for y E Ye . 
Since .~f” is closed, by [ IQ, 8 11, 
Cl,,,,, f-‘(y) = p(f)-‘(y) for y E Y. 
Thus we have 
(1) clMtx) f -I@) == p(f)- ‘(y) = P(f)-l(y) i:or y E Y, . 
Let u put 
(2) 
We shall show that 
(3) p(Y) = F() U (Y-Y,), i?,n(Y-Y,P=QI. 
To prove this, let (Cr : “y E I’ ) be a Cauchy family of closed sets of Y 
with ::espect to the fj.nest uniformi y p of Y. Then either 
(a) Y y E: I?, CT r‘ :U, + (b, or 
(bj3yE Y-Y,; VyEr, yEC7. 
Indeed, if (a) does not held, there is rO E I’ such th 
Since each point of Ii?-- Y, is isolated, Cr is open. 
y E Ck, } is a no.rmal cpen covering of Y. ‘kence th 
that CT c Y-C,, or CT,, c {y } for some y E CT . Since the former 
contra&As the finite ,,.nt&section property of {8,& we have CTI= (y]. 
(a) and (b) we g,eft the first e 
ii i\ 
uality of (3 ). 
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Then the set {y > is open and closed, and hence, 
a p(,iy-Y) n q&Y) =.0* 
:ince Y, C &--J-J, we have YO r3 {y) = 0. This proves the second equality 
of (3). 
Let ?Q = {U, : a E S2) be a locally finite open eovcring of p(X) by 
cozero-sets. Let +a : p(X) + P be a continuolus map such that 
[I& = {x E p(X) : t&(x)> 0). For. a finite subset 7 of S>, let us put 
Then by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, VT is a cozeao-set of Y. Let y E YO, and 
let y be a finite subset of Ct. Suppose that 
with the notation of Section 1, that is, 
@Ib p(f)-‘(y)c W{upEy)CH ‘7 * 
ThenwehaveyE V . 
CO 1versely, let y E’ VT. Then (7) holds andi pcf)-’ (y) C A$. Since 
Hyncc(X)=14{u~:arEy), 
we have (8) and hence (6) holds. Thus y E VT n YO if :md only if (6) 
holds. 
For y E Y,, Set us put 
where 
7’ = (WE s2: C$&IJac pCf)-lcjp)# 01;. 
Then W(y) is open, and 
y 2 U’ijQ, W(y) n f (U, n X) =: 0 for ~3 63 a -I$ . 
Since y’ is a finite subset of a, f( % R X) is locally finite at each point 
of W(y). Let us put 
W=UC[W@):yE YO) n U{V,: yc a ~isfinite}. 
Then PO C W, and W is open. Since each point ; 4 Y- Y. is open, Y- W 
is also open. Thus W is a cozero-set of Y. 
Let us now put 
V= {Y-W, V7n W: yc a,Iyl =m, m = 1,2, . ..). 
Then V is an open covermg of Y. Since each V, is locally finite in Y 
and each member of V is a cozero-set of Y, V is a normal open cover- 
ing of Y by [ 14, Theorem 1.21. 
Let IIS define ;a map 4E,: Y, + e@(X)) by 
Co Q(y) =:: Cl,(h f-+jQ = flu)‘-’ (y) for y E Y, . 
Then the results proved above show that for a locally finite covering c2a 
of p(;Y) by cozeroaets, there is a normal covering V of Y such that 
W-1(F20) <c13 (7 Y. . 
Thus, if we consider Y, as a subspace of a unif:Jfm space Y with the 
finest unif0rmiQ.l and C?@(X)) as a uniform space with the uniformity 
which is defined in Section 1 by the finest uniformity of p(X), then (p 
is a uniformly continuous map, Hence Q, is extended to a continuous .+.kap 
here it should br;; noted that e(p(X)) is a complete uniform space by 
Thecrem 1.5. 
430 tk other hand, we have a map !P : /3(Y) + C g’(X)) defined by 
*a;,.; = flu)-” (JI) for y E p(Y). By [ HI, Theorem 4.4 1, pcf) is an open- 
closed map. Hence b 2 J ,_9 is :a continuous map. Since e@(X)) is a 
subspace of e@(X)) nd Q, are considered as continuous maps 
@: Y,, + e (PW)) 3 7: i;b + e@(Xj) I 
SinceYO isden:;ei:lyO ana\klYo=9=~IYo,wehave~=\k.l~~, 
that is, , 
5(y) := p(f)-‘@) for y E FO . 
( 10) Ptfv cl9 = Pcf)-” ty) foryE q) . 
In v&v of (3) an the fact that flu) is onto, the snap pv) is onto. 
Let y E Y- Yo_ In case F is a closed subset of p(X), then 
Indeed, pcf)-l (y) i.~ open and closed in p(X) a,nd hence 
(12) ~l,,,wn - m-W) n qj(&fmY) = 0 9 
which proves (11) since Cl,,, f-l@ j = /3(f)-‘(y). For an ope:n subset 
G of P(X), 
(13) G n ~cf)-’ 0) = 0 * G* n p(fyL (--) = qj , 
where G* = /3(X) -Cl,,&&+ -*- G). S:ince G* c UN.&:, (13) follows 
from (12). 
Finally, let F be any closed .subset of p(X). Then by (11) we have 
01 the other hand, by, (lo), 
Hence by (3) we have 
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This fihows Ux3t Bcf)(F) is dosed in j~( >7). 
In case G is an 8open set of j&X), we can conclu e by using (13) 
:instead of ( 1 f ) that 
KfW) = tKf)(G”) fi P(Y) 3 
and hence flv)tC) is an open se/. of p(Y). 
Thus p(f) = fl(f)l p(X) : p(X) += p(Y) is an open--closed map, and the 
proof of Theorem 2.3 Is eompkted. 
For the case of c(f), we have similarly 
I( 1)’ Clu(Qf-l(y: = pcf)-” (y) 1 fory E Y, ) 
‘lh obtain a formula corresponefing to (3), let Cc, : ye r) be a Cauchy 
family of closed subsets of Y w$h respect o the uniformity u of Y (that 
is, tt = @, with. the notation as i.1 the proof of Corollary 1.6). Then CC,> 
converges either (a) to a point c$f Cl,& for some closed subset D of Y 
Iwith D C Y- Y, or i(b) to a point of Y,. Hence we have 
where !“D is the family of all ape/n and closed subsets D of Y such that 
DC Y-Y,. 3 u 
Let D E CD. In case F is a clor/:d subset of u(X), then we have 
and in case G is an open subset (ilf u(X) we have 
I 
Since D is open and closed in Y Ike have 
ence CJ,,,D is open anti closed in u(Y). TherefaTe 
Similarly as in the case prlf), we get ( 11) and ( 13)‘afrom ( 12)‘. 
LetD E Q . Let us pick a point p(v) from f-r @) for each Ffoint 
y E D, and put 
C==(p(v):yED) l 
T’hc 7 C is a discrete closed subset of X which it; Gembedded in X, and ’ 
fl C: C+ D is a homeomorphism onto. Hence 
and WI I CJ,C: C+i C + Cl,,&) is iii homeomorphism onto. There- 
fore vcf): u(X) + u(Y) Is an onto map. 
Thus an argument analogous to the proof for the case p is applicable 
to the case u, and tlcf): v(X) + u(Y) is an open-closed map. This eom- 
pletes our proof of Theorem 2.3’ below. 
Theorem 2.3’. Iff: X --r Y is ckn qpen-&k~d map mch that the bmwdarj 
of each fiber is relatively pseudocompact, then u(f) : u,X) + u(1’) is &c, 
an open--closed map. 
Remark 2.4. Let f: X -+ Y be open and a WlTImap .in th:p, scme of [ IO] 
such that the boundary of each fiber is relatively ljseudocompact. Then 
pv): p(X) + p(Y) is as1 open-closed map having Gbers with compact 
boundaries. Indeed, if we put 
and ,Tis aln open--Axed map by the sc^cne argument as in the final part 
of the proof of Theorem 2.3 and hence: pv) is open-closed by Theorem 
2.3. 
In casit: Ye = Y, we have at once from our Theorems 3.3 and 2.3’ foe 
following theorem of Ishii [9]. 
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As an application or’ Theorems 11.3 and 2.3’., we obtain the following 
tlze&em, r 
1 
Theorem 2.6. Let f: X --* Y* be an rjbpen-closed map such that the boun- 
dwy of each fiber is ccmpa~t. If Ai” is topub3&ul~~~ complete (resp. real- 
corn part), then Y is to,nologicu@y ‘~zomplete (rq, realcompac t). 
I 
Pmlof. Assume that &V) = x (resli. v(X) = X). Then Y = p(Y) (resp. 
Y =: u(Y)) since @‘) (resp. vcf)) isionto by Theorems 2.3 and 2.3’. 
I 
Theorem 2.6 for the case of rea/lcompact spaces was proved by Isivvata 
[ 18 J as a generalization of the thr’orem of Frolik [ 51 asserting that tlhe 
image of a realcompact space undli:r an open perfect map is realcompact. 
Quite recently Chaber [ l] intrciduced the notion of c-spaces: atopo- 
logical space X is called a c-space i? for any non-isolated point x of X and 
for any sequence {V, : n = 1,2, ..j} of neighborhoods ofx there are 
pointsx, E Un, IS = 1, 2, .._, such *rhat (x, } is no% closed. A space X is 
callled a quasi-kqwce if a subset .4: of & is closed whenever pl 11 C is 
closed in C for every countably cojmpact subset C of X [ 181. Every 
k-space is quasi-k. Every q~asi-k-s~jlace is a quotient space of an M-space, 
but ;a Hausdorff M-space is not alv:ays quasi-k (cf. d[ 13, Example 10.121). 
Thus the following is a generallzat.:;on of [ 1, Lemma 1.41 . t 
Lemma 2.7. If k2 T, spwe X is a q&Went space of a q-space, then X is 
a cispace. 1 
Pmof. By assumption there are a @space T and a quotient map 
#: jr+ X. Let x’ be any non-isolaP& r>oint of X and {U&): n = 1, 2, . ..) 
a countable fainlily of open neighb orhoods of x. Then Bd@ (x) # 8. 
Let t E Bd#-’ (x). Let {W, : 1-2 = 1 2, ,.. ) be a sequence of open neigh- 
borhoods oft in Tsuch that if t, C: Wn for n = 1,2, . . . . then Et,) has a 
cluster point. Then there is a poinl tl E T such that 
fl E Iv, n @-‘(u-,(x>> n (T - q+(x)). 
Putx: := #(Q. Then xl :Ic: x. For each j:?: 2 2, by induction on n we can 
find a poijrrt x, = @(t, ) with t, E 2’ such that 
tnaqp@-q 
Then (t,,) has a cluster point, and hence (x,) has a cluster point. If, for 
some J., xk is a cluster point of {x,), then the set (xk), which is defined 
by x; .= x, fOF n # k and xi. = x, is not closed. This proves the lemma. 
roposition 2.8. ‘Let f: X + Y be un open-klosed mq. If Y is a c-space, 
the boundacv off -' (y) is relatively pseudmomp~ct. 
roof. Suppose that Bdf-$~) is not relatively pser;docompact. Then 
there are poi-?ts~~ E sdf-‘b) and open sets Un, n == 1,2, . . . . such that 
x, E CL*, n =: 1) 2, . ..) and {U,] is a discrete collectioln. Then {fcV,,} 
is a countable collection of open neighborhoods of’y such that {y,} is 
closed whenever yn E f( Un ), yt = 1, 2, . . . . This contrrsdic;s that Y is a 
c-space. 
In concludirtg this section, we shall pose the follovriiig prloblem. 
Problem 2.9.I:‘f: X + Y is an open-closed map, is p(j): &X) + fl( Y) 
also an open-closed map? 
3. Open-claaec3 maps and M-spaces 
As for M-!i;p;~ces (cf. [ 17]), we have: 
Proof. Since the only if part is proved in f 16) 9 we shall pm~e here the 
if part. Supposle that )I[0 is’ perfect. Since &A?) is a paracompact 
M-space, so is ;ilso p(Y) by f 3,7,15 J. Hence by [ f 6, T!leore,m 4.43, Y is 
an M’-space. Q.rl the other hand, Y is countably paracompact. Hence by 
[ 4 I] , Y is an N-space. 
In a previour: paper [ 1.51 we showed that the imagfe of an M--space 
under a peifusct map is not always an M-space. Here we shall prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.“x!. Let f: X + ‘Y be an opera-closed map, tlvhere ; 
T1 spaces. IjX is un M-spme, so is Y. 
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roof. By Lemma 2.7 and ProporGtion 2.8, the boundary of each fiber 
of fis relatively pseudocompact ilndl hence countably compact by virtue 
of the countable paracsmpacSneas of X. Therefore, _n case X and Y ‘are 
Gompletely regular H dorff spa ces, &f) : p(X) + p(Y) is an open- 
closed map such tha boundary of each fiber is compact. Since p:(X) 
is a paracompact M-space, so is ~(1 ‘Y) by [ 3,7, 151. Thus by an argu 
ment similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5.1, Y is an M-space. 
However, we shall give here a proof which does not appeal to 
Theorem 2.3. 
Let YO be the set of all points y of Y such that f-l Q) is countab1.y 
coImpticC Then each point of Y-- Y, is isolated. On the other hand, 
since Fillipclv’s theorem in [4] holds for any M-space (cf. [ 83 ), there is 
a countable collection of discrete closed subsets Y;, i = P, 2, ...5 of Y 
such that 
Y- Y;1 = lJ(ui’: i = 1,. 2, . ..} 
for some subset Yh of Y,. If we put Yl = Y;- YO, we have 
Y-Y, = u(Yi: i = 1, 2, . ..} , 
where Yj is open and closed in Y. 
Let {%i: i = 1, 2, . . . ) be a normal sequence of open coverings of .X. 
such that for any point x E X every sequence {A:,) of points with 
X, E St(x, qn j, f-2 = 1, 2, . ..) has a cluster point. Here we may assume 
that each ?cj is a locally finite covering of X by cozero-sets. Then for 
kach i 2 1 there is an open set Ft’; of Y such that YO C WI and f(%i) is 
locally finite at each point of WI. Let us put 
. . 
‘i 
= rE w; -- cl Yj ( 
jz.1 j=l 
Since Wi and Yi are open-closed? so is M$. Here we note tha.t 
(14) Y* = 
i--l 
Let us put 
~i=(f(U)n wi: UE~~i} al {y:yE y-wi). 
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T’ .en Vi is a llocally finite covering of Y and by Lemma 2. il each mem- 
ber of vi is a cozero-set. Hence Vi Is a normal covering of” Y by [ 14, 
eorcm 1.21. 
Suppose that y, E St@, 9,) for n = 1, 2, . . . . h case y E Y- Yo, by 
(14) there is some integer ZQ, 2 1 such that y E Y- F-!&. Hence 
St (JJ, Vn) = y for YI 2 no. Thus ~7~ =E y kr a2  tie and {J?,) has y as its 
cluster point. 
111 case y E Y,, we have 
St@,vf) c stO/9f(Q,)) c f<st(f-l(,y), -%i)) l
Hence for each i there is Xi~ StCf-‘($),,cU i) withfr(xi) =J+ Then (xi} 
has a cluster point, and so {ui) has alsol a cluster point. 
Since there is a normal sequence ( W’i } of open wwings of Y such 
that Wi is a refinement of Vi, Y is an M-space. Tkx com.plletes the proof 
af Theorem 5.2. 
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